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iSensor® The Simple Solution for Sensor Integration
ADIS1636x/PCBZ & ADIS1640x/PCBZ Installation on the ADISUSBZ

1. The ADISUSBZ has a 1 mm ribbon cable attached to J1. Remove this cable prior to starting this process.
2. Install one M2x0.4x6mm machine screw (provided) into the mounting hole.
3. Slide the IMU (ADIS1636xBMLZ or ADIS1640xBMLZ) onto the screw that was installed in step 2.
4. Rotate the IMU until the flex connector lines up with J4 on the ADISUSBZ.
5. Gently line up the flex connector with J4, then press the connector into J4.
6. Install the second M2 x 0.4 x 6 mm screw to secure the IMU in place.
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